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Dale R . Eggen

Sales Circuit Manager Needed -- Attention San Francisco Bay Area Members

Our first volunteer is in the Palo Alto area . He is interested in
sharing the task with at least one other individual . This gives the
chance of more member participation in the running of this activity while
significantly reducing the work required of any one individual . And,
remember that, within reason, Sales Circuit Managers get first "crack"
at submitted material.

Anyone in the Bay area having interest, please contact the Chairman
of our Sales Circuit Committee, Mario Wiedenmeier, 12 Lyncrest, Galveston,
Texas 77550 . Telephone : Hone -- (409) 763-4855; Office -- (409) 761-1168.

To date we have had four volunteers scattered across the country.
In any event, interest seems high in this activity and I am confident
we will be able to maintain our Sales Circuit.

ADVERTISING MANAGER

Not one response to the Society's request for a volunteer for this
position I mentioned in my June/July column . Please remember, our
Society is run strictly by volunteers from the membership.

Regional Meetings of the Society

Much work has gone into planning and holding more regional meetings.
These meetings are the IDEAL time to meet and exchange knowledge with
fellow Swiss/Liechtenstein enthusiasts . But your active support by
participation is needed if we are to hope to continue these regional
meetings. Please note the following, soon upcoming, regional meetings:

1) PITTSBURGH -- August 28 (Sunday) -- 10 :00 am in conjunction with
STaMpsHOW '83 -- David L. Lawrence Convention Center in downtown
Pittsburgh.

Our Regional Chairman for the event is Paul Lienhardt, 1527 High
Knolls Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa . Phone :

	

(412) 835-9345.

2) BALTIMORE (Hunt valley) -- September 3rd (Saturday) -- in conjunction
with BALPEX -- Parlor B of the Hunt Valley Marriott Hotel at 1 :00 pm.

Our regional Chairman for the event is Jim Dail, 705 Chapelview Drive,
Odenton, Maryland 21113 . Phone :

	

(301) 674-6659.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Northern New Jersey Chapter of Our Society

All our members in the Northern New Jersey and New York City areas,
we have a Chapter that meets the third Tuesday of each month at 8 :00 pm
at the Fair Lawn Arts Center, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, New Jersey.
Contact Frank Lawson, 35 Hudson Drive, Newburgh, New York 12550 for
further details . Or by phone at (914) 562-1060.

Remember, we also have Cha pters in the Boston area and in the
Washington, D .C . - Baltimore area . And that which I forgot to
mention above, the later is hosting the regional meeting at BALPEX
and Jim is the President of the Chapter .
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Talk
to
me!

Errata : Before anything else, your p(r)oofreader was under the
heatwave when he finished the June/July issue . Those 000000 on page

159 look real cute, I hope you have them replaced by now with the

real folios . -- Fournier obviously died in 1914, it was not his
ghost of 1914 (p .199) who did it to us . -- Somehow, the language

of the "Specimen " article on p.169 was ambiguous and conveyed the impression that

the overprints described were the only ones of Switzerland . Far from that, I'll

straighten this out in a later issue of TELL.

Cover: A cut from a sheet, to introduce you to a very informative article

on some aspects of Swiss booklet stamps . Thank you, Mr . Kehrdruck . . . I know you

worked hard at it!

New Issues : The Swiss PTT is releasing its second set of publicity stamps of this

year, see their ad on page 234 . I am gratified to see that finally the Swiss dog

breeds are honored on stamps of their country . They are among the greatest and

surely deserve this belated honor . But,ohoh, I think we just got our second

Ttschgring* with the 20c design . It appears that a truck went over the face of

one of our ancestors . What a weird choice of cropping a capital, Mr . Perret! HR
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A letter to the editor,

You have been set an almost impossible task, but we are sure that you ' ll

succeed if you stick to your guns . The few new TELL ' s are the first nice

prove . They are taken in good part at our round table.

To avoid difficulties from the rear, the group still far away from the

water waggon, passed round the hat, to help the lame dog over the next

stile . Let ' s hope only that TELL will never be in deep water.

The GRAPPAians.

PS : Schnaps isn ' t a patch on our fine distillate, but probably Hamburger

connoisseurs can't know the ins and outs of such things.

We have heard from our rich relatives in Switzerland! The above, accompanied by a

check for nearly $57, was signed by the following persons : Gaudenz Müller, Dr.

Marcel Kottelat, Helmut Auf der Maur, Walter Wegst, H .O .Grimmer, Rolf Rölli, Al-

fred Müller, Hans Ueli Siegenthaler, Arnold Grimm, Lotti Käppeli, Emmi Auf der Maur,

Kurt Schenk, Prof . Grabner, Walter Mühlethaler, and Erwin Auf der Maur . Your nice

gesture is much appreciated, our crying must have gotten to you . . . For the benefit

of all : the GRAPPAians, a loose group of ;mostly) professional philatelists from

all corners of Switzerland (and even Austria) who, drawn to the exhilarating, fast-
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STEHENDE HELVETIA
AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I - INSTALLMENT 5a

Unfortunately, the balance of chapter 2 has net -- as of the date of closing --

reached me . Since I am rather pressed for space as a result of the 9 pages of

auction material we ' ll skip and leave the Helvetia standing for one issue with

the exception of the following addendum material to the last installment . The

page numbers refer to the original text ; the material submitted by W .Cdr. R .F.

Bulstrode of Great Britain, a noted authority on proofs and essays, and sent to

me by Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley, Editor of the British HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY's

"News Letter ", will eventually be incorporated in a later edition of the text.

Page 20

	

P .D . 69 .2 .03 	 P.T.T . records show this as having

	

Fig . 6

	

been used for the first test of
the Oerlikon press in 1 904, the
date of a plate not being recorded.
The date 1881 comes from the
Lehmann collection but his
authority for it is not clear.

Pages 22 P .D. 71 .4 .02

	

P .T .T. records show that this print

	

1E3 'Tafel I'

	

was made to test the suitability

	

1E5 'Tafel I'

	

) of that particular quality of paper
lowest 2 items) for the production of postage

stamps . The maps were used with
the authority of the Army Staff.

Page 24 ES 63,2 .01

	

Central vignette from painting by
Fig . 24

	

Ernst Stuckelberg in Tell's Chapel.
Fig. 25

	

The true story was given in the
'Schweizer Illustrierte

Briefmarken Zeitung' of October and
November 1880 and the P .T .T.
archives.

Page25 ES 67 .2 .06

	

Sprenger did two engravings of this
Fig. 26

	

Essay, one on steel, and one on
wood for comparison purposes.

To be continued.

pacing, cosmopolitan life of Bern, meet at regular intervals to tell each other
funny stamp stories or sing the blues, fix stamp prices (not true), while sipping

a certain cisalpine elixir . -- PS: Oh these Swiss tourists ; while in the States

we feed you steaks, salmon, lobster, ribs, corn, and ice-creams till your ears

start wiggling, and all you remember are the Big Macs! In any event, schnaps is

schnaps, drink enough of your brew and you will see where you end up . ..

Pen-pals is something we never have enough while collecting stamps, and some of

the questions coming across my desk could easily be taken care of by such a cross-

atlantic friendship . The following is from a letter received from a . young Swiss

who would like to start corresponding and exchanging stamps with someone in the
States, preferably of his age group (17-29) . This young man is 20, works for

Swissair . Any interested party write to Themes Schnitter, Breite 16 . CH-9436
Balgach, Switzerland .

	

H R
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BOOKLET STAMPS ANYONE 	 by T. B. KEHRDRUCK
RECENT SWISS BOOKLETS . . .are different!

1979 brought revolutionary changes to Swiss stamp booklets.
Their manufacture was simplified, tête-bêche booklet sheets
were no longer released, interspace and tête-bêche pairs
became historic relics.

Cover colors that used to identify booklet values, now change
with approximately one year's supply . Since 1979 colors have
been orange, blue, green, and with the new 1982 cover
illustration, the color is gray . Booklets can be found with
ten different advertisements in French and in German.

In 1982, plates used on a new printing press have reduced the
interspace area, eliminated sheet number gaps, required fewer
cuts, printed crosses on the selvage like those on the
interspaces, thereby eliminating plain margin panes .
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With these recent changes, Swiss booklet stamp collectors may
now be able to save complete booklets, exploded booklets,
booklets with different advertisements, full panes, single
stamps, or combination pairs with various imperforated edges,
and any of these endless combinations on covers.

SWISS BOOKLET STAMPS, before 1979, were different!

How come? Well, for starters, from 1904 to 1979 you cannot
tell apart a single or pair of booklet stamps from the
comparable definitive ; all are perforated on all four sides.
A pane from a booklet is distinguished from a margin block
of four or six only by the tiny holes punctured by the
staple (see 1909 exploded booklet further back .)

In 1904 Switzerland was one of the first to offer booklets
for the convenience of its citizens and tourists . They were
made with blocks of six stamps from the left margin of sheets
containing one hundred definitive stamps, theremaining
seventy were sold at post office counters.

This method continued until 1908 when a new printing plate
specially arranged for booklets gave birth to some exciting
stamp combinations . The plates printed sheets of one hundred
eighty stamps, which were then perforated and cut into two
counter sheets of ninety stamps and made into booklet panes.
The tête-bêche interspace row eleven was destroyed as the full
sheet was split . Below, the arrows indicate where cuts were
made to obtain fifteen booklet panes per counter sheet.

Normal interspaces were punched in space four of the ninety
stamp counter sheets.

This extremely rare Helvetia bust SVII blanktête-bêche
interspace is from a center strip of ten which "inadver-
tently" came on the market in 1982, ex PTT archives.
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1909 EXPLODED BOOKLET
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The new printing plates with ninety stamps utilized the
entire sheet for booklet panes . There were nine rows of ten
stamps . The fourth row was blank . Rows three, four and five
were called interspace or gutter pairs . Rows seven, eight, and
nine were inverted so that the right and left sheet selvages
and the blank fourth space could be used for booklet binding
margins . At the juncture of the inverted panes, rows six and
seven, the inverted stamps were called tête-bêche pairs
(a French word meaning head to tail).

When philatelists realized that the booklets made from this
new sheet would completely destroy these unique combinations
the PTT was pressured and agreed to sell a limited number of
tête-bêche sheets at certain locations.

WHY HOLES IN INTERSPACES ?

The postal authorities were
concerned that the blank spaces
might tempt counterfeiters to
use this official paper . They
punched an eleven millimeter
hole in each blank space of
every sheet released . Later,
various other means were used
to render the blank spaces
unusable . On the next page
are shown examples together
with their periods of use.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND . . .makes the market go up up and away!

The number of definitive stamps sold are reported and the
number of tête-bêche sheets released are known . For stamps
used in the 1909 booklets, the ratio was more than ten
thousand definitives to one tête-bêche pair released . The
latest comparative data for 1950 booklet stamps has a ratio
of about twenty-six hundred to one.

Comparing face values with Zumstein°s 1982 catalog values
early definitive stamps similar to those used in booklets
increased about 50 times . Tête-bêche pairs increased about
140 times, booklets about 127 times and interspace pairs more
than 800 times.

This greater appreciation is one more reason to be interested
in Swiss booklets and booklet stamp combinations.

INTERSPACE TYPES 1909 TO PRESENT
On the next page are shown some interspace mutilations and

the periods they were in use.
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RECOMMENDATION

At this point, if we have aroused your interest and curiosity
we recommend that you beg, borrow (from APRL) or buy, if you
can find one, the beautifully printed 125-page treatise by
Ernest Müller, entitled "Die Markenheftchen, Kehrdruck-und
Zwischenstegmarken der Schweiz 1904-1954" .

	

In English the
title is simply "The Stamp Booklets, Tête-bêche and Interspace
Stamps of Switzerland 1904-1954" . If your German dictionary
has not met philately, you will find the German Philatelic
Society's "German-English Philatelic Dictionary" helpful.

After 1954 you will want to useZumstein's "Spezialkatalog
Schweiz/Liechtenstein" or Michel's "Schweiz/Liechtenstein
Spezial" . I prefer Zumstein because of its greater depth of
details and its recognized numbering system, which is also
used by the Amateur Collector Ltd's "Switzerland Catalogue".
printed in English . Scott uses different numbers and
is far from complete in this special field.

Zumstein devotes only twenty-one pages (out of 948) to just
summarize the items in this exciting specialty . It is by no
means minor in historic, utility, beauty, or investigatory
philatelic interest.

SOME MORE EXAMPLES . . .read on

The forty-nine regular booklets catalogued by Zumstein had
relatively long runs, usually changed by a new definitive
stamp series or by postal rate adjustments.

In 1917 some booklet sheets were made with stamps of more
than one value and color . This top strip of three rows of a
sheet used to make booklet Z21 contains three booklet panes.
You can also identify a tête-bêche pair, a block of four
tête-bêche/se-tenant, three types of se-tenant pairs, and two
different types of interspace pairs.

The separate elements included in the Z21 booklet sheet are
illustrated on the next page . Also noted are : the booklet
postal cost, varieties issued, cover color, number of panes
and their composition .

	

To be continued.

LOTS OF GOLD : During the past few months the following AhPS members garnered
some impressive amounts of awards : Ernest Bergman, , Gold + APS Special Award at
SCOPEX. -- Harlan Stone, Gold at NAPEX . -- Rudy Schaelchli, Gold + Best of Show
at COPEX. -- Congratulations to all of you!
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POSTMARKS
These are some of

the latest Swiss postmarks.
One

closed PO to

report : Luzern,

Sternmattstrasse
42 .
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SWISS PRIMER
IX ; POSTAL STATIONERY by FELIX GANZ

Postal stationery, in its narrowest term, denotes a piece of
postal paper issued by the Post Office Department with an
imprinted value tablet and sold at post office counters for
immediate use to customers.

Postal stationery eliminates the need of first buying a piece
of stationery, then purchasing, licking and affixing a stamp
and finally mailing the respective piece.

Postal stationery is as old as postage stamps -- as a matter
of fact there are some who believe that it predates adhesives
inasmuch as Sardinia, as early as 1819, produced handstamped
letter sheets (cf . Higgins and Gage's World Postal Stationery
Catalogue, Section 16 ((1971)) )to prevent circumvention of the
postal monopoly by private carriers ; but philatelists to this
day cannot agree on whether this is rather a revenue than a
postage stamp:

But postal stationery appeared in England in the same year as
did postage stamps (1840), and the famous Mulready envelopes
were the prototype of all subsequent types of postal station-
ery which comprises an incredible number of different postal
paper issued by various postal administrations around the
world ever since, and to this day.

Since this is not an overview of world, but rather of Swiss
postal stationery, it suffices to say that Switzerland ' s PTT
at one time belonged to the most prolific postal administra-
tions of the world in regard to variety and number of postal
stationery items issued and offered for use to the public.

Oldest category of Swiss postal paper -- and also the earli-
est one discontinued -- are the envelopes . All of
them (1867 through 1886 ; 28 basic catalogue num-
bers) bore an oval value imprint (Fig.1) of a
carrier pigeon above the Swiss coat of arms, it-
self surrounded by edelweiss and twenty-two stars
representing the twenty-two cantons of that time.

Actually, the truly oldest postal stationery of
Switzerland precedes the federal administration of
posts because the city and republic of Genevasaw fit
to issue, in 1846, three different sizes of envelopes -- all
with an imprinted 5 cts . cantonal stamp (some say there were
four different sizes) -- which, however, met with considerab-
le customer resistance . They are extremely rare in used form
because the imprinted stamp frequently was cut out and used
on personal stationery (mostly folded sheets mailed without
envelope) . Geneva stamped envelopes have been extensively
faked, and great caution is recommended when acquiring them.

The federal postal administration NEVER permitted the use of
cut-outs from postal stationery items as postage stamps ; but
occasional violations of this order can be encountered . They
are more amusing than valuable and may represent the
attempted inventiveness of a frustrated postal customer:
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The most numerous (and at this current time ONLY existing)
category of Swiss postal stationery are the postal cards.
(NOTE : US collectors distinguish between "postal cards, " or
cards with an imprinted stamp, and "postcards," or privately
produced regular or picture cards to which an adhesive must
be affixed before mailing it . Swiss collectors do not use
this distinction and call ALL cards "POSTKARTE" or "CARTE
POSTALE," etc .) -- Single and double(reply)cards exist.

The first Swiss postal card, for inland use, made its
appearance among the first cards of the entire world, in 1870. The
cards, at one half the cost of mailing a letter, were extrem-
ely popular with the public as may be gleaned from the postal
imprints of numbers issued on the cards between 1890 and 1907.

In 1875 the first foreign rate card made its appearance, and
since their inception about 180 different basic cards have
been produced by the Swiss PTT administration . In Figure 2
a few stamp imprints DIFFERING from stamp designs for adhes-
ives are shown.

Almost as old as postal cards was the category ofwrappers, or
post bands -- at one time a very inexpensive means of mailing
printed matter (which required unsealed dispatch) . They were
introduced in 1871, initially with lithographed stamp imprint,
but soon replaced by an embossed oval with a numeral . Later,
until the discontinuance of this category in 1960, wrappers
either bore stamp designs similar to regular postage stamps,
or, from 1934 on, specially designed value imprints .(Fig .3)

The catalogues which record all of these categories of postal
paper and give suggested values are : The Zumstein Ganzsachen
Schweiz (last issue : 1975 ; but a new edition is expected in
1983 after years of unfortunate delay) which is currently
unavailable ; and the Higgins and Gage book mentioned earlier.
Dealers in the United States will steer interested collectors
to the source where this U .S . produced catalogue ' s section S
may be obtained, and at what price . (Of course you will get
all S countries .)

In addition to stamped envelopes, wrappers and postal cards
the following categories of Swiss stamped papers exist:

Entire folded letters (Umschlagbriefe), issued only for
the 1914 National Exhibition in Bern;

Letter cards (Kartenbriefe), issued only for the 1939
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National Exhibition in Zürich, in three languages;
Aerograms, a shortlived category distinguished by its

triangular imprint of a 65 cts . stamp and in use 1962 - 1971;
National Fête Cards, cards with a surcharge sold between

1910 and 1937 at post offices preceding each year ' s national
fête holiday (August 1) and picturing on the reverse side more
or less artistic, patriotic scenes . They are collected for
both their message and stamp imprint side as well as the pic-
ture side. Some of these were issued with airmail imprints;

Money Order Forms : These forms, between 1867 and 1905,
featured a small, oval value tablet, in a variety
of colors, both for internal (domestic) and foreign
use (Fig .4) and must thus be considered

postal stationery . Prior to 1867, and again since1906, these
forms no longer bear imprinted stamps.

COD Envelopes : This category of postal paper bore the
same oval stamp imprint as the money order forms and was in
use from 1875 to 1891 . Very few people collect these last two
categories of postal paper, and in used form money order forms
are of course always dismembered since the person posting the
form received part of it as receipt or proof of mailing.

Postal receipts (for registered letters and such) between
1899 and 1916 also were produced with an imprinted stamp . Six
main numbers in this category exist.

And then there are the semi-official and the printed-to-priv-
ate order, as well as the official use categories.

Semi-official cards were produced with the sanction of the PTT,
but their sale was restricted . The oldest of these is repre-
sented by the 1893 card sold in Zürich on the occasion of the
semi-centennial of the first Zürich Canton postage stamps.

Other committees for special celebrations preferred to opt for
overprinting regular postal cards with some picture, front and/
or back, and it is not always totally clear how official or
private such add-on printings actually were at the time . But
of course they are very much collectible (and usually expensive),

But then there is the vast, almost limitless field of
printed-to-private-order stationery. Between 1907 and 1930 thousands of
privately submitted (minimum quantity : 500 pieces for each or-
der) envelopes, cards, replycards, gummed labels, wrappers, tags,
and whatever else could be mailed were processed by the Swiss
PTT ' s printing works where upon request any value tablet, or a
combination thereof was imprinted in whatever space the
customer desired. No one to this day really knows what all exists:

Official Stationery : A few government branches, instead of us-
ing so-called "formula cards" without stamp imprint, or free-
frank stationery, used stationery with imprinted stamps . Best
known among these are the Swiss Federal Railways' freight ar-
rival notice cards, issued in four different categories from
1912 to about 1970 . There were also " lost and found" railway
cards, cards for the World War One Office of Scarce Materials,
as well as several categories of cards by the PTT itself, for
such services as reporting the readout of all privately held
franking machines (meters), requesting payment of missing
postage, et al.

In short, whoever wants to start on Swiss postal stationery
has a wide, wide if not unlimited field ahead of him or her.
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53
Dear Members,

Auction #53 is a combination of regular lots and a
follow-up Donation Auction . The response to the needs of
our Society has been overwhelming . Thanks to all the
contributors.

Catalog values are from Zumstein or estimated retail
value . For this Auction 1 Sfr = .475¢ U .S. The closing
date for this Auction is September 17th.

Xerox copies of any lots are available for a S .A .S .E .
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SWITZERLAND'S
EUROPA—CEPT
STAMPS

Since the Swiss PTT released photographs of its
two EUROPA stamps, the public and collectors
wondered why the builder of the continent's
first cogwheel railway could be considered
worthy of recognition as having given the world
a "Work of Human Genius," the theme of the 1983
CEPT "omnibus" sets produced by member nations.

Werner Willy, director of today's Vitznau—
Rigi mountain railway, while speaking at
first-day ceremonies in the Verkehrsheus of Lucerne,
enlightened guests.

Those who know history think of Niklaus Rig-
genbach solely as an engineer whose

rack-and-pinion system enabled a train to climb mountains. "What they
fail to realize," Mr . Willy explained, "is that his invention
had many more far-reaching effects that benefited his contem-
poraries and later generations.

The construction of the famous No . 7 engine and the cars it
moved to the summit of the Rigi, the laying of tracks up the
precipitous slopes of one of Switzerland's most popular vaca-
tion spots, and other work done more than a century ago, provid-
ed income for countless Swiss citizens of that time . But his
accomplishment did much more . For instance, as trains instead of
shank's mare, donkeys, and other primitive transportation meth-
ods enabled vacationers to reach the Rigi's summit, still more
employment was made possible . There were those who enlarged
accommodation facilities and constructed private chalets for
summer and winter sojourns.

Then there is the matter of food . Ever-increasing popularity
of Rigi holidays demanded victuals and thereby made a market
for farmers and herdsmen all around our small nation . We might
also mention that this additional cargo traffic made necessary
personnel additions to our railway staff . Riggenbach probably
never visualized it in the 1870's when he built and completed
his fantastic accomplishment, but that mountain railway has
been instrumental in putting tourism into Switzerland's third
place as a foreign exchange producer . Every year tens of thou-
sands of foreign neighbors come to Vitznau by lake steamers
from Lucerne, as a regular feature of tours arranged by knowl-
edgeable travel agents in Switzerland, America and as far away
as New Zealand and Japan.

Niklaus Riggenbach was honored by a Karl Bickel portrait on
the 5c Pro Juventute value of 1942 ; the picture of his engine
and a detail of the rack-and-pinion system (the latter forming
the background design of the 1942 stamp) on today's EUROPA—CEPT
stamp, therefore, is a well-deserved honor, for truly his was
a 'work of human genius!'"

While I'd been invited to the Lucerne and Vitznau ceremonies,
there was another one at the same time in the Landesmuseum,
behind the main Railway Station in Zürich . Museum officials used
one of the first-floor salons to display all of the treasures
it possesses and which have appeared on Pro Patria stamps since
1962, on the 1961 "Evangelists" set, and on the 1979 20c
"publicity" stamp . The Swiss PTT supplemented this exhibit with
a loan of the actual stamps and covers plus essays and color
proofs of the 20c EUROPA—CEPT stamp to make for a special
display that attracted many visitors while I was there.

Ernest A. Kehr
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-DB
Helvetia collectors can view several ex-
hibits or Switzerland and two Swiss

slide shows at STAMPSHOW 83 on August

25-28 in Pittsburgh PA . The first slide

show on "Collecting Used Stamps " will

be held on Friday B/26 at 2 p .m . The

second on "The St .Gotthard Railway, 1682-
1692" will be held on Sunday 9/26 at

10 a.m . and will be in conjunction with

a "Swiss Collectors' Hour" for AHPS
members and Helvetia collectors . -- .APS

STAMPSHOW 93 will feature 30 national

Grand Award exhibits vying for this

year ' s Champion of Champions award . The

show is sta ged at the David L . Lawrence

Convention Center in downtown Pittsburgh.
Members desiring more information can

contact our resident APS-AHPS repre-

sentative Paul Lienhardt (412) 835-9345,
1527 High Knoll Drive, Pittsburgh PA

15241 . Paul worked hard at this, please

pay him a tribute with your attendance .

The following two reprints were donated
to our library by Hans Schwarzenbach,

publisher of POSTGESCHICHTE . They are:

Réglement und Tarif der Posten der

Stadt und Republik Bern, 1769, 10 pages

in nice old German and Fraktur typeface.

Uebersicht der Botenkurse des X . Eid-

genössischen Post-Kreises Chur, August

1853 . 13 pages of precision timetable of

messenger departures, see one nage below.

For those of you who want their own copy

can get them from POSTGESCHICHTE Verlag,

Limmatquai 72, CH-8025 Zürich . They cost

5 .80 and 7.50 Swiss Francs and the post-

is Fr . 3 .-- for overseas shipment.

The Dutchess Philatelic
Society will hold its

annual Fell Stampco 93

exhibition at the : Pough-

keepsie (NY) Civic Center.

Dur Rudy Schaelchli is

show chairman and is
looking for a few more

Swiss-Liechtenstein exhibits to participate in our

awards program . For a prospectus call

or write to Rudy, his address is listed
on the inside cover page. The show will As always, Mr. Schwarzenbach, your

dona- be held on September 74/25.	 tions are much appreciated!

JAN DONKER WANTSYOU

The show is drawing closer by the day . Requested hotel forms have been

sent out to those who asked for them . More show- and hotel forms are

available . Send me a card and they will be on their way to you by

return mail . We hope more people will exhibit than ever before . By
the time you read this I should be back from Europe with goodies from

Swiss and Liechtenstein P .T .T . for the October show . The New England
Chapter does its best to make this meet memorable . Please show your
interest by exhibiting and showing up during the show . And don't
forget to join us on our Sunday morning get-together in historic
Lexington and walk the historic bridge in Concord, where it all started!
Hope to see you in two months	 Jan Donker
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Shortly after TEMBAL '83 closed
its doors, the Basel philatelic
community suffered a severeloss:
Walter d'Aujourd'hui, author of
the recent Strubel reclassifica -
tion book (for which the English
translation was prepared and is
available from Ed Walton) and
exhibitor of his collection spe-
cialty in the Court of Honor,
died suddenly of a heart attack.
The philatelic community must be
considered most lucky that the
Strubel work appeared when it did
because not having had that book
would have set back Swiss phila-
tely by many years . And now the
volume will be a fitting memorial
for its author.
Swiss postal rates now are 95%
certain to go up in 1984, and some
of the hikes are extremely steep.
Printed matter will no longer be
a bargain, at 20 cts . for 50 gr .,
and special delivery as well as
registration fees will climb up-
ward sizeably (although
those services still will be cheap if com-
pared to U .S . fees :) .

There is a persistent rumor circ-
ulating in Switzerland that the
wrong-way 2 Fr . stamp with the
Aletsch glacier will, after all,
be replaced with the correct pic-
ture this coming fall . So far the
PTT is silent ; but if you have a
SFr. 100 . bill lying around idly,
it might be your chance to be in
on a mild "killing ." And if the
rumor proves to be false you can
always write 50 registered post-
cards to all your friends abroad!

•

SPECIAL OFFER FROM THE ASSOCIATE
EDITOR'S WIFE (who fell in love
with Switzerland's KINDERPOST kit
available in stores, etc .) : The
first TWELVE AHPS members sending
in a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to POB A3843, Chicago IL
60690 will receive, free of charge,
a se-tenant strip of the minia-
ture replicas, rouletted (!) of
the 1967 Pro Juventute animal
set, "mint NH", unless ordered
with a matching Kinderpost can-
cellation on addressed cover!!

In case you missed it : the USPS

issued a souvenir card (left)

for Tembal . Some bureaucrat
must have thought that it would

be nice to print the text in

German and quickly produced no

fewer than 1? errors . Stjk to
americkannish, Mr . Bolger, the

next time :

	

HR

International mail plot against

your editor! The latest birthday
card from my dear mother-in-law was

ambushed after leaving Ste-Croix

in early February and showed up
July 11 only. 4 postmarks attest to
the fact that it hung around SACS

VIDES (empty hags) in Tehran, Iran:
I can understand a fling with an
Iranian bag, but for five months . . .
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Continued from page 190, June/July 83 Issue

To produce a work of this magnitude took us
11 months of solid hard labor, research
with some dead ends, even disappointments,
because nothing was neglected as the UPG
wanted to justify down to the fine details
the confidence expressed in it since the
announcement of the intend to create such
an album.

The first two months, December 1927 and
January 1928 were used to clean, scrape,
and render all cancellation devices work-
able, likewise all overprint type we
uncovered. All such material was recorded and
means and schemes devised to put it to
full use.

Then came the bogus stamps . Here, the task was even more com-
plicated as there were more than 900 lbs to be sorted and
recorded, all pell-mell due to a recent location change by
the late Mr . Hirschberger . A good portion of the stamps had
to be sacrificed as moisture had taken its toll on some com-
plete sheets with gum . The worst ones, forming solid blocks,
had to be burned.

The inventory, estimated as realistically as possible,
gave us a catalog value (by using Yvert et Tellier, 1928 edi-
tion) of 2,846,796,500 French francs, obviously if the stamps
had been authentic . By admitting that the facsimiles would
have been sold at 1/1000 of catalog, it represented still
2,846,796 Francs* collectors would have spent originally for
these fakes.

Upon completion of the inventory it was decid-
ed to create 300 albums and start accepting
orders . Any leftover stock would be destroyed
for good . Advertised in several philatelic jour-
nals and promoted in February at the Internation-
al Stamp Show in Monaco among the jury, with
the closing date given as May 15, the subscrip-
tion was filled rapidly and the committee in
charge of the collating of the albums was forced
to advance the closing date to March 31 . As we
could hardly refuse orders by serious experts
and societies we managed to fashion 400 albums
with the stock available.

However, only Europe was able to respond in
time and we could not allow to reject bona fide
orders from overseas . On April 15, after having
rejected 180 new orders and accepted only the
ones from clubs, dealers, and experts the final
quantity was set at 480 albums and that print-
order was given to the renown Geneva printer F.
de Siebenthal & Cie.

* I don't know what the exchange rate was at
that time . I would guess about $550,000, by
comparing postal rates of that period .- Ed.

FOURNIER

THE SPOILER

Zinc, boxwood,

and cork cancels
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A special mill run
of paper was requir-
ed, after all the
job demanded 86,400
large-size sheets to
hold glued-on stamps,
cancels, and over-
prints, once the
former were stamped over
(with "FAUX") on the
front for those with
gum and on the back

Fake early local cancels

	

for those without
gum.

The task of gluing, executed by a group of students of a
trade school aided by members of the society, progressed
slowly . 1,200,000 stamps were thus cut from sheets with scis-
sors or separated by hand were perforated, taken from approv-
al sheets of the now defunct firm or from everywhere possible,
transformed into pieces, strips or blocs and glued within
the respective framelines . 273,000 strikes were executed to
obtain the various cancellations and 280,000 overprints were
pulled on press . What a job that was to prepare all this !

Material : Fournier's printing presses printed at the max-
imum 5 x 5 or 25 stamps of the common dimensions . Clichés:
The plates used for stamps with relief were engraved in steel,
made in zinc for others and some even existed in woodcut
form . Postmarks : Here we encountered the widest variety of
material used for the faking of cancels . Engravings in box-
wood are the most common and are generally well preserved,
but other woods were used too, so were spools of thread, cli-
chés in zinc, and engravings in cork . For the postmarks of
the French Colonies, most likely very much in demand, the
hammer was fixed to a piece of lead which in turn was screwed
to a special handle permitting a very rapid changeover of
dates . The Swiss cancellations from the year 1882 were ex-
ecuted with an authentic official PTT hammer (presumed to
have been stolen) in its original holder box and with town
names interchangeable . For our albums the obliterations were
pressed on by hand on different types of paper, the same way
Fournier's shop did it

	

Overprints : The overprints were
printed on Fournier's small press, but a large portion of
the plates were worn to the point where we could not use
them. Some had been replaced in the later years with brass dies.

Now, dear subscribers,
that we have told you in a
few lines about the troubles
we encountered and about
the work and patience that
went into the production of
this album we
hope you'll appre-
ciate the end re-
sult and that it
will give you
full satisfaction .

Fournier's special attention to the faking
of cancellations shows clearly in these marks
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With limited resources and in a relative short time we
believe, however, that we have accomplished a great deal for
the safeguard of our nice hobby : 'The Philately'.

For the Union Philatélique of Geneva

E . Friederich, President ."

To be continued.
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REPORT FROM TEMBAL 83 BY FELIX GANZ

Seeing this large exhibition on its last day only was perhaps
unfair and necessitated an accelerated pace through the dozens
of aisles with almost 400 exhibits in large, Swiss-style frames
(in which any size page can be shown due to movable pegs) . But
we brought good weather to the city on the "Knee of the Rhine"
(which had had an atrocious week of almost incessant rain) and
thus enjoyed the show in sunlight and comfortable temperatures.

Housed in two adjoining pavilions of the sprawling Basel Ex-
hibition Center (Mustermesse - which could accommodate 50,000
frames if necessary) the almost exclusively thematic show pres-
ented itself cleanly and well . Parked out front was a mobile
poste office, and inside a large, special postal facility the
combination of which reduced waiting time to a minimum . The in-
side office used -- in addition to hand cancellers at every
window -- one of those ingenious "hand cancel machines" whereby
the operator, aided by a light beam and a lever that holds the
postmark, applies cancellations of perfect quality wherever de-
sired by the customer.
Equally convenient were several food concessions and restau-
rants (including one that served cheese raclette exclusively),
and those interested more in buying or selling than viewing could
visit 45 dealers and 37 sales counters of foreign postal admi-
nistrations -- many favor-obliterating purchases with special
Tembal- or Basel-related markings, or even selling, such as North
Korea, special stamps specifically printed or overprinted for
this exhibition.

Four exhibits in the competitive section were disqualified
(though still shown, judged and given medals) because they were
considered "non-thematic" by the international jury . . .and
that brings us to the crux of thematic collecting and the
problems of any topical exhibit . It has become necessary to "tell
a story" through stamps, covers, and postmarks, all relating to
the chosen subject in relentless methodology . Somehow -- at
least to this observer -- that takes a lot of fun out of col-
lecting, it seems . It also produces exhibits that look phila-
telically untidy because one may find on a single page stamps
from six or eight different countries, all, of course, depicting
the same tree, flower, animal, or technical species ; and most
exhibits need (as mandated by international rules) lengthy, in-
troductory explanation pages . But, on the other hand, topical
collecting still is affordable to collectors because an exhibit
on birds need not start with the Basel Dove and/or the Geneva
"half-eagle" stamps if the story told can avoid them.

And thus it comes really down to the old wisdom of "collect
what you want, but collect intelligently and try to have fun
while doing so ."

Three exhibits received large gold : a fabulous collection of
"Heimat" type on the city of Venice (where organized mail ser-
vices started five centuries ago) ; . beautiful collection on the
UPU, and an equally magnificent showing of the stamps, back-
ground, and demise of the League of Nations . All of these three

"Winner of the Grand Prix by Luciano Viti 	 of Venice . 231



in many ways approached being postal history exhibits and con-
tained major rarities.

14 small gold, 25 large vermeil, 50 small vermeil, 45 large
silver, 61 small silver, 56 silver-bronze and 19 bronze medals
were awarded to competitors . The highest award any American ex-
hibit received was a large silver . Interesting were the youth
collections, the 13 jury exhibits, and the Court of Honor.
Non-topicalists could feast their eyes on fifteen gorgeous, "old-
fashioned" stamp and cover exhibits including one from the Swiss
PTT Museum on classic issues of Switzerland, or Walter d'Au-
jourd'hui's specialized collection on the Strubel issue.

All in all it was pretty overwhelming and three days at the
show would have done it more justice . But a vacation in Europe
also necessitates the visiting of castles, churches, museums,
mountains, and quaint cities in many lands, and thus philately
cannot be favored exclusively.

The item at right recently came under

the hammer in a New York auction . It

was described as follows : "1951 LU-
NABA, red, grey

	

blue colors omitted,
nh vf , undoubtedly rare item . EST$750,
Well folks, it was hammered down at

:600 + 10%, incredible! Every person

is entitled to s pend his or her money any which way it fits, but please, don ' t get
conned into this game . It ' s one item from a set of 12 printing stages as handed out

by the Swiss PTT to friends (read : big cheeses) . Although listed in the Spezial

Catalog there is a rather thin market and there should be none for single pieces, al-
though, apparently, there was one for a lonely sucker and a smarty in the Big Apple.
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